Senior Seminar Papers 2010

Elizabeth A. Allen (Latin American Studies). “Global Economic Monsters in the Ecuadorian Rainforest”

Cocomma Bassey (Diplomatic Studies). “The Romani Assimilation: Patterns and Problems in Relation to the European Education System”

Melanie Bise (Diplomatic Studies). “Third Culture Kids”

Jennifer Bubke (Diplomatic Studies). “Rethinking International Relations: A Look at Immigration Policy in the United States and Spain”


Timothy Cousins (Asian Studies). “Chinese Migrant Workers and their Difficulties”


Kara Lutzow (Asian Studies). “International Marriage Migration in Rural South Korea: Coming to Terms with Diversity”

Zachary Nicolay (Diplomatic Studies). “We Fired On Auto”


Gary Sutton (Asian Studies). “Juvenile Delinquency: A Universal Answer to a Universal Problem”


Senior Seminar Papers 2011

Elizabeth S. Allen (African Studies). “New Nation, Old Problems? The Obstacles Faced by North and South Sudan Post-Secession”

Hannah Becker (Diplomatic Studies). “Creating an Identity: Integration and the Formation of Muslim Identity in France”


Katherine Buoscio (Diplomatic Studies). “Impure Purity: Women Trapped by Virginity Trap Peace”

Emily Coles (Diplomatic Studies). “The Importance of Education Systems in Post-Conflict Settings: The Case of Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH)”


Lindsey Fehrman (12/10) (Diplomatic Studies). “Obstacles Facing Turkish-German Children in the Pursuit of Education”

Maria Gobbi (Diplomatic Studies). “The Fight to Educate Girls in Pakistan: Globalizing Forces and Internal Challenges”

Rosa Kleinman (Russian and East European Studies). “Narratives of Fear and Shame: Jewish Childhood in Soviet and Post-Soviet Life Writing”

Adam Law (Diplomatic Studies). “The Death of Capital Punishment in East Asia?”

Afiwa Mensanh (Development Studies). “Talibé Boys in Senegal”


Alex Miller (Diplomatic Studies). “Neoliberalism and Human Slavery in Israel”

Adebola Olayinka (Development Studies). “To Host or Not to Host: Investments and Returns of Hosting Mega Sporting Events”

David Olson (Western European Studies). “The Effects of American Dominance in Entertainment”

Susan Powalowski (Western European Studies). “When Push Comes to Shove: People of Turkish Origin Living in Germany”


Melissa Roche (Western European Studies). “Breaking the Cycle, Reducing Mother to Child HIV Transmission in Sub-Saharan Africa”
Philip Shoaf (Development Studies). “The Language of Terror: The effects of Patriotic Rhetoric in the War on Terror”

Monica Simonin (Development Studies). “Tricks of the Trade: An Examination of Four Interconnected Barriers to African Trade”


Emily Szymski (African Studies). “‘I am Living it Now’: The Post-Trauma Effects on Child Survivors of the Rwandan Genocide”


Xiangyu Wu (Development Studies). “How to Tame the Dragon & the Tiger: An Examination of India and Chinas Domestic and International Performances”